
Jeff Corey/Richard Cohen:
«Acting» vs Doing

Acting vs Being

An LO based on experimentation with physical actions



This is an acting rehearsal technique based

on Stanislaviski’s sense-memory and physical

action exercises.
 The sense memory is rooted in the physical experience, even when the experience is 

inextricably tied to an emotion.*

 Stanislavski was interested in how the body’s positioning and muscle responses could call up 
emotions. 

 Using physical sense memory the actor can call up emotions on the stage:

How does it «feel» physically to be depressed? Begin with the body: rounded shoulders, 
heavy feeling in the gut, edges of the mouth feel heavy and pull downward. . . Recreating
the physical state can call up the real emotions just as easily as does remembering a 
personal event on an intellectual level. 

 An actor can also create an immediate and personal physical sense memory for a specific
performance, using physical actions that will create the appropriate and genuine emotion
in rehearsal. That is the essense of this rehearsal technique.

* Når kroppen huske det du vil glemme. Solveig Bøhl. Bazar forlag, 2013.



The advantage of this technique:

 It can help an actor «get out of his/her head» 

 It can help an actor avoid stagefright by putting the focus on the other

 It can help actors create real intimacy and «samspill» on stage

 It can help the actors define beats, and in that way control the tempo of a 
scene

 It can help an actor find a geniune physcial expression of an experience, 
rather than recreate a mask or clichèd physicallity.

 It can help an actor avoid simplified, pre-packaged feelings like «sad» or 
«happy». The actor can give a more genuine, nuanced performance

 The actor can be in the moment, rather than showing a (re)presentation of a 

moment



LOen. A roadmap.

 Take the scene and divide it into beats. 

A beat is a period of action (perhaps with words) during which an actor, or 

several actors pursue the same goal with the same tatic. When there is a change

in either goal or tactic, a new beat begins. 

The varying length of beats is one way to control the tempo of a scene. 

Each beat ends the character winning or losing. A new beat begins with the

character pursuing a new goal or the new tactic. 



 Choose the goals and tactics* (see next slide) for each beat. 

For example: 

Goal: To get a bite of her cake.

Tactic: To make her feel guilty. 

Now create a physical scenario that is an extreme version, or metaphor for your

tactic. For example: To make someone feel guilty is to make them

uncomfortable. How will you do this? 

Whimper like a puppy cowering under a table?

Poke the other character very carefully, but repeatedly to get their attention:

 in a way that won’t make them feel uncomfortably powerful?

 in a way that you know will «innocently» make them lose their cool, and give

you the upper hand in the situation?



 With this rehearsal technique a goal or a tactic is never about «being» or feeling 
anything. 

 The actor is not supposed to focus on how their character looks or feels or moves
on stage, but what the charcter wants to achieve: what they want their acting
partner (or audience) to feel. 

 Assume every line is designed to make someone else feel or do something. 

 For example: an actor does not have a goal to be angry. The character however
might want to frighten another character. The physical actions the actor makes 
will both frighten the other actor/charcter, and «create» a genuine emotion (ie
anger) while doing so. 

 Acting «from the inside out» using physical actions requires the actor to think of
actions that are directed outward. No navel gazing. It is about actually making
others do or feel something (the other actors or the audience). It’s not about
projecting a state of being to an audience. 

 It is not «acting», it is «doing». It is never «being».



«I am going to make her afraid of me.» (goal)

«I am threatening her.» (tactic)

Taking it to the extreme: (the physical action that will CREATE the emotion(s) in 

the performer(s), and provide an immediate sense-memory of the experience
during rehearsal, that can be called upon in performance)

«I am a snake crawling over her shoulder, dripping poison in her ear» 



Watch out for «to be» verbs and 

adjectives! That is not «to do».

 When possible you choose a tactic that is a physical action that affects the

other character. Slapping, pushing, twisting, annoying, seducing etc. The 

action in performance is not carried out physically, but is kept as a metaphor

and the «sense memory» of the actual physical action is called upon to find
the emotion which will guide the «acting» (that is, the «doing»). 

 Do not «be angry». Try to squish the character like a bug under your foot. 

 OR remember the physical sense memory with an image: anger like a slow-

burning fire in the pit of your stomach (tightening of stomach muscles
towards the spine…notice what the image does you to physically). Happiness

might be one happy dog, pronking through the corn fields. 



Rehearse the beats.

 Play out the metaphors as close to the extreme as possible. 

If you want to hit your partner, hit the wall. If you want to twist their head off, 
twist the head off a doll… 

 Experiment with different images to play out your tactics. Try the opposite of
what you might expect would work. 

 Choose the tactics that work best in the scene (remember variation in both tactics
and tempo).

 Play the scene in a realistic way, usuing the physical sense memory you created in 
the experimentation. 


